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Ameren Illinois Company (Ameren Illinois or the Company) wishes to thank the 

Commission for the opportunity to provide the following comments in response to the Illinois 

Commerce Commission’s (ICC or Commission) Resolution, entered March 22, 2017, regarding 

Illinois' consideration of the Utility of the Future:  NextGrid Grid Modernization Study. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

On March 22, 2017, the Commission announced the launch of NextGrid − a statewide 

collaborative to transform Illinois' energy landscape and economy.  In support of its mission, the 

Commission has solicited comments in response to its Resolution from all members of the 

energy stakeholder community. Ameren Illinois commends the Commission on its willingness to 

undertake and lead discussions on the evolution of the utility of the future. Illinois is known as a 

leader in energy policy development and participation by the Commission and various 

stakeholders in this endeavor will serve to ensure that Illinois stays on the cutting-edge and lends 

its voice to shaping the utility of the future. 

While this process is primarily focused on the utility of the future from an electric 

perspective and as such Ameren Illinois is limiting its comments to the electric utility of the 

future, there should be another forum in which to discuss and formulate policies and a vision 

with respect to the natural gas utility of the future. 

II. OPTIMIZING THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY 

 For over 100 years, the electric system has been designed, constructed and operated 

essentially the same way. Central station generation, transmission and distribution networks were 

planned and constructed to meet an ever growing customer peak demand - which may only occur 

a few days or hours a year - while providing the same level of service to similarly situated 
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customers. Except for the use of a few large scale primarily hydro storage facilities, generation 

had to always and exactly match, in real time, customer demand.  

As electric markets evolved and Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) 

developed, the electric system became more reliable and economically efficient. However, the 

overarching model still remained in that generation and the grid (the electric infrastructure 

connecting generation sources and customers) was designed and operated with power flowing 

primarily in one direction from the generation to the customer load, as depicted below in Figure 

1. 

 

 Ameren Illinois believes this “single direction” distribution grid is already changing and 

becoming more complex. The traditional central station generation, transmission and distribution 

system is being augmented with grid scale wind and solar resources, and increasing levels of 

distributed energy resources (DERs). With the renewable provisions in the soon to be effective 

Future Energy Jobs Act, the pace of DER implementation will only accelerate. In the near future, 

these new DERs will integrate with traditional and new forms of transmission level central 

generation and new customer empowering interfaces (e.g., connected devices and homes, electric 

vehicles (EVs), further efficient electrification of existing fossil fuel technologies, etc.), to work 

Figure 1 (Graphic courtesy of the Electric Power Research Institute)  
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together in a coordinated fashion to continuously and reliably maintain the balance between 

resources and demand. 

This "Integrated Grid,” as illustrated in Figure 2, will be a bi-directional (two-way) 

network, that operates as a digital communications and analytics platform, controlling an electric 

transmission and distribution system that extends from sensors in devices at customers’ homes 

and businesses, through the bulk substations that interconnect the interstate transmission system 

to the distribution system, to large scale wind, solar, and central station generation resources. 

 

 Ameren Illinois believes this newer, more complex, utility-owned and managed 

Integrated Grid (the transmission system down into the customer premises), will continue to be 

the core asset that supports the electric needs of our customers in the future. The Integrated Grid 

will optimize the reliability, flexibility, and efficiency of electric service, while empowering 

customers by providing the platform for further efficient electrification of fossil fuel 

technologies, and enabling new markets for energy-related services. 

Figure 2  (Based on an original graphic courtesy of the Electric Power Research Institute.) 
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A. Grid Design 

1. Reliability 

Improving the reliability of the grid will continue to be a primary focus of the Integrated 

Grid model. Through its Infrastructure Investment Plan, and other initiatives, Ameren Illinois has 

greatly improved the reliability of the Ameren Illinois grid over the last five years. The 

Integrated Grid will more fully leverage further deployments of distribution automation, 

Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) or “smart” metering, fault detection, automated 

switches, and other monitoring and control devices and systems to limit the number, extent, and 

duration of outages. Continued system hardening through the installation of composite poles, 

animal guarding, avian construction standards, and proactive undergrounding of the system will 

continue to reduce the causes of outages from nature and weather. Additionally, an electric 

system that consists of more underground facilities not only improves system reliability, but it 

also reduces O&M costs and increases the aesthetics of communities. Therefore further analysis 

of cost beneficial undergrounding of both existing and new facilities should be considered by the 

Commission. Ameren Illinois will also continue to investigate future technologies such as 

wireless distribution to further improve the reliability of the system. 

2. Integration of Distributed Resources 

 As mentioned above, the Integrated Grid will be a bi-directional highway linking new 

DERs, predominately intermittent renewable DERs, to customers. The system will need to be 

designed to fully accommodate this two-way flow, including more complex relaying and control 

schemes, voltage and var controls, and techniques to mitigate the intermittency of renewable 

resources. As envisioned in the Future Energy Jobs Act, the utility will need the ability to 

establish DER interconnection and operations specifications and standards and the ability to 
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monitor and control all DERs connected to the electric system through smart inverters and other 

controls to ensure the reliability and safety of the Integrated Grid. Ameren Illinois is already 

testing the operation, integration, and control of DER technologies (solar, wind, and natural gas 

generation, battery storage, and demand response) to optimize grid operations, mitigate the 

abrupt and frequent changes in renewable generation output throughout the day, and improve 

grid resiliency through microgrid functionality such as seamless islanding, independent 

operation, and seamless return to grid connection. 

3. Operations & Asset Management 

 In addition to leveraging smart metering to provide valuable real time information on the 

condition of the grid, the Integrated Grid will also deploy ubiquitous sensors on all major grid 

assets, from substation transformers, breakers, and regulators to line regulators, capacitor banks, 

and even on individual poles. These millions of deployed sensors will provide the utility an 

ongoing snapshot of the status and health of the grid. Additionally, the sensors combined with 

advanced control systems will allow for the monitoring and operation of substation and line 

devices to maintain proper voltage levels, while also reducing system losses and reducing 

customers’ energy consumption through voltage optimization and conservation voltage reduction 

programs that level then reduce circuit voltages to the lower ranges of the acceptable band. 

The information provided by these sensors will also help the utility implement more 

robust forecasting and planning tools to more effectively plan replacements and upgrades. These 

new planning tools and processes will also enable the utility to fully integrate DERs into the 

planning process, effectively leveraging DER capabilities as distribution system assets. Electric 

storage will also be used as a tool to defer system capacity upgrades, mitigate the intermittency 
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of renewable resources, store renewable generation to better match load, and for other applicable 

system functions. 

B. Digital Networks 

1. Communication Infrastructure 

 The Integrated Grid will not be possible without a robust, resilient, and cyber-secure 

communication system. As explained above, the utility of the future will need to monitor and 

control millions of distributed devices in real-time. This will require a utility-owned 

communication system with low latency (fast), high bandwidth (throughput), and high resiliency. 

With the high rate of technology obsolescence leading to shorter investment and replacement 

cycles for publically available communication systems, the continued need for more robust 

cyber-security measures and the greater dependence on instant communications 24 hours a day, 7 

days a week, utilities will need to own and maintain more of their own communication systems.   

Owning and operating the communication systems is essential to ensure the utility can 

better manage technology obsolescence, reliability, and cyber-security. Ameren Illinois is 

already building a high speed fiber communication system for its transmission and larger 

distribution assets, and will continue to expand this system as grid needs increase. Ameren 

Illinois is also leveraging its smart metering communication system, as well as other private 

wireless technologies, to support its communication needs now and in the future.   

2. Data Analytics 

In addition to a robust communication system, the Integrated Grid will also require robust 

data storage, analytics, and processing systems. Information from the millions of sensors, 

monitors, control devices, DERs, and smart meters will need to be gathered, reviewed, stored, 

and analyzed to optimize the grid. The data will also be used to provide information and control 
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signals to customers to help them manage their energy, both loads and energy-producing 

resources. Traditional information technology (IT) platforms will be augmented with more 

operational technologies (OT), software as a service (SAS) applications, and cloud-based 

storage, systems, and analytics. Ameren Illinois is already leveraging several of these newer 

technology platforms as part of its grid modernization. 

C. Markets & New Energy Related Services 

1. Distribution System Operator Model 

 In order to ensure the Integrated Grid continues to reliably and efficiently operate with 

less central generation, larger quantities of DERs, two-way power flows, and controllable loads, 

the utility’s role and operating philosophy will need to expand to that of a Distribution System 

Operator (DSO). In addition to ensuring the reliability, safety, and security (physical and cyber) 

of electricity delivery, the grid (and hence the utility as the DSO) will also need to accommodate 

thousands of intermittent distributed resources, manage customer loads, and balance energy 

supply with load.   

 As energy supply moves from the central transmission system managed primarily by the 

RTOs, to the ends of the distribution system, the management and control of this supply must be 

managed by the distribution utility to ensure the continued reliability and efficiency of the 

system. This management becomes even more complex than the existing RTO role due to the 

sheer number of supply and load points at the distribution level (hundreds on the transmission 

system, hundreds of thousands on the distribution system). Adding even more to this complexity 

is the ability of the integrated distribution system to change configuration automatically through 

remote switching in response to system problems, or to safely perform work to maintain and 

upgrade the system.    
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Since the utility is ultimately responsible for the safe operation and maintenance of the 

physical system of substations, transformers, wires, poles, switches, etc., that make up the 

Integrated Grid, the utility is also the logical operator of the economic / transactional system and 

the associated markets that will ultimately develop. 

2. Transactional Platform Model 

 As energy supply resources become more pervasive on the distribution system, the 

ancillary service and supply markets that presently exist on the transmission system will need to 

be translated down to the distribution system in some form. Ameren Illinois envisions a utility 

managed transactional model governed by consistent and universally applicable criteria that 

ensures the reliability and safety of the distribution system, our workers, and the public, while 

allowing for customers and other participants to engage in the available energy and services 

markets.   

DER, demand response, and other supply and load balancing devices cannot 

appropriately respond to direct market signals from the transmission markets without taking into 

account the system capabilities and constraints of the flexible, integrated distribution system to 

which they are directly connected. In most cases for energy supply markets, the energy being 

supplied by DERs will be consumed locally and never reach the transmission grid. As a result, 

the markets and interactions not only need to occur and be managed at the distribution level but 

also down to the individual distribution transformer. Some services such as voltage support are 

also location specific as well, and will need to be managed based on local conditions. Other 

ancillary services, such as frequency response, have a more global effect on the entire system, 

but the local system conditions still need to be considered and managed. Ultimately, the 

Integrated Grid that Ameren Illinois envisions will support this transactional model and the 
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development of new markets.  In preparation for these anticipated changes, Ameren Illinois has 

begun testing and developing initial capabilities to provide these services. 

III. EMPOWERING CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES 

 Customers and communities are driving change in how utilities deliver products and 

services. Customers and communities will demand diverse options in how they consume and 

manage their energy. Reliability and affordability will remain core drivers of customer 

satisfaction, yet customers retain their last/best customer service interaction (regardless of 

industry) as the new standard. Some experts have called these changes taking place in the electric 

industry an “energy revolution,” some use the term “transformational,” while others have 

suggested that the electric industry is at the start of a fundamental shift in the way power is 

produced, delivered and consumed. No matter how you phrase it, the utility industry is 

experiencing a meaningful change, being driven by forces other than utilities themselves. 

A. Value-Based Customer Choice 

Today, utility customers have limited choices with the current utility structure.  

Customers within the same rate class pay essentially the same rate/price and service is a one-way 

street, from the generator to the customer. At the same time, the current utility structure does 

provide significant benefits to customers. By providing uniformity of service levels and through 

economies of scale, utilities are able to deliver customers greater economic value than under less 

regulated approaches. 

In the future, the electric system will evolve and become more complex as two-way 

energy flows enabled by robust data communications enable customers’ changing demands.  

However, the grid will remain at the center of value creation in the energy chain. To maximize 

customer benefit, it will be incumbent upon policymakers, stakeholders, and utilities to provide a 
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framework with choices along a continuum that balances control, environmental impact, price, 

and reliability. The framework will allow customers to choose which amalgamation of rates, 

equipment, products, and services meet their individual value needs. 

1. Customer Benefits of Participation in Grid Operations 

The future will involve the customer in balancing the distribution grid's resources and 

demands, to the benefit of the customer. With technology allowing the end-use customer to 

participate in grid operations, value will flow from the utility, the supplier, and/or generator to 

the customer. Policymakers, stakeholders and utilities will have to ensure regulatory frameworks 

allow for customer action, be it by participating in demand response programs, by implementing 

energy management devices at the customer premise that react to grid signals, or by the customer 

installing DERs. The utility, under direction of the policymaker, will act as the clearinghouse to 

optimize the various resources that supply to, or demand from, the grid. 

As an actor in the balancing of grid resources, the customer will insist on compensation 

for either contributing resources to the grid or reducing demand from the grid. Examples of 

compensation models include but are not limited to net metering, demand charges, peak time 

rebates, time-of-use pricing, locational marginal pricing at the distribution level, and load control 

incentives. Currently, these benefits go to the utility, the retail electric supplier, the generator, the 

transmission system operator, or some other third party. New regulatory frameworks and new 

business models will be needed as more of these types of programs flow value to the end user. 

2. Customer Data Access/Insight, Price Signals, Resource Optimization 

Data will be a key resource for all parties involved in grid operations to manage and 

understand. For customers, data will need to be provided in usable and actionable formats. 

Today, grid operations data is often unusable by customers because of its large volume, rapid 
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velocity, plus its highly technical and esoteric nature. To successfully flow value to the customer, 

Ameren Illinois, as the DSO, will need to provide the data so the customer can understand it and 

take action on it. Fortunately, technology will simplify the ability for the customer to make the 

energy management choices that optimize the customer’s assets to maximize value, essentially, 

the customer can “set it and forget it.” Ameren Illinois, as the DSO, will be the party responsible 

for providing and operating the platform for determining, managing, and sending the 

optimization signals, which provides a customer’s assets the information needed to make the 

value decisions on behalf of the customer. 

In a fully realized transactional platform model, the optimization signals will be prices or 

other signals to incentivize customers to either supply resources or curtail demand. Customers 

are going to want to “Bring Your Own Device” (home energy management devices, load control 

devices and/or DERs) and attach it to the transactional platform. Thus, the transactional platform 

will need to be the standards-based for both connection to the grid and ability to receive and 

communicate data. New business processes will need to be developed to allow these 

interconnections which receive and transmit status/optimization signals. 

B. Smart Communities 

 A transactional platform model will provide many opportunities for “Smart” 

Communities to beneficially service their constituents. Smart Communities may be able to 

aggregate customer resources to implement DERs. These communities may work with the utility 

and/or third parties to provide new and innovative pricing products which provide value to the 

consumer. Additionally, Smart Communities could leverage the utility-provided data networks 

required to operate a transactional platform model to provide community services in a more cost 

effective and efficient manner. 
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1. Community-Owned Distributed Energy Resources 

Smart Communities will have the opportunity to be active entities in the new energy 

landscape. These communities will have the ability to develop and operate community-owned 

DERs to significantly benefit the individual members of their community who can’t afford the 

capital outlay. Community-owned DERs could drive further energy cost reductions for 

individuals in the community when packaged with a government aggregation program. 

2. Government Aggregation Products and Services 

Smart Communities will be able to leverage the transactional platform and deregulated 

power supply market to provide significant value to their citizens. Further, Smart Communities 

will be able to aggregate their citizens’ demand and supply characteristics with enhanced data 

analytics provided by Ameren Illinois, the DSO. The access to data will provide the community 

leaders with the ability to effectively procure the best value for their citizens. Retail electric 

suppliers will be able to tailor solutions for Smart Communities’ energy needs that could include 

demand response, DER, time-of-use, load control, and many more energy management 

programs. 

3. Integrated Smart City Data Networks 

Utilities have begun to deploy more robust communication networks to automate 

distribution system control and meter reading. In the future, these communication networks will 

be extended to provide significant value to Smart Communities. An example of this value would 

be LED streetlights, which could have dimming capabilities and can be controlled and optimized 

by the community through a portal into the utility’s communication network. Furthermore, the 

inclusion of smart sensors can provide data to the Smart Community to reduce crime, make civic 

operations more efficient, and benefit citizens. A few examples of those types of sensors would 
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be parking sensors that let citizens know when and where parking is available, gunshot spotters 

that can allow law enforcement to know where a potential disturbance has occurred, or 

environmental sensors to let the community know about air quality. If the Smart Community 

operates other utilities, such as water/sewer, the Smart Community could use the Ameren Illinois 

communication networks to automate the control and metering of its utility services. As the 

Internet of Things (IoT) becomes more prevalent, the opportunities for a Smart Community to 

leverage the utility’s already deployed communication networks are vast. 

4. Undergrounding 

Imagine a world where you can’t see a distribution line. Electric utilities should 

underground as much of the distribution system as possible. In addition to improved community 

aesthetics, the benefits for customers could be significant. Specifically, undergrounding would 

reduce outages, improve road safety (cars hitting utility poles), and lower utility maintenance 

costs (tree trimming, animal protection, etc.), among other benefits. 

5. Electrification of Transportation 

As battery technology improves and costs decline, the electrification of transportation 

will impact Smart Communities. For instance, a significant penetration of EVs would allow a 

Smart Community to provide the batteries contained in the EVs as grid resources in peak events 

or the creation of off peak charging incentives when negotiating government aggregation electric 

supply contracts. What is more, the electrification of transportation will help improve local air 

quality providing health benefits for Smart Communities and provide communities the ability to 

capture revenue from the creation of EV charging infrastructure. 
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C. Communication and Promotion of Customer/Community Programs 

To empower customers and communities, the key driver of success will be how 

effectively the utility creates, communicates and promotes the options available to ensure 

engagement. First, it will be incumbent upon the utility to determine the amount and types of 

options. Too many choices can become confusing for consumers. The utility will need robust 

customer segmentation capabilities to identify what is important to different customers and 

design programs and services that meet those customer needs. Most electric customers do not 

understand the terminology or mechanics of grid operations. As a result of this, regulators will 

need forward-thinking policies on education, communication and promotion to ensure benefits 

are maximized. Today, there is significant debate during regulatory proceedings on what expense 

is “education” and what expense is “self-promotion.” However, it is in all parties’ best interest to 

provide and promote grid education and engagement.  

Another issue will be customer support. As mentioned previously, “Bring Your Own 

Device” has become the standard expectation and customers will want it to apply to their energy 

management. As the trusted energy advisor, the utility will need to train customer service staff 

and add technical support to troubleshoot customer issues with their grid-connected equipment.  

This type of customer support will maximize grid optimization and ultimately increase the value 

to the electric consumer.  

IV. CREATING A 21ST CENTURY REGULATORY MODEL 

 The 21st century regulatory model will need to fairly compensate utilities for their 

investments in regulated energy infrastructure, and for their performance and value created for 

customers, while at the same time fairly price customers’ usage of, and contribution to, the grid. 

The regulatory model should continue to incentivize utilities to make the investments in the grid 
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that will be required to meet customers’ future needs while at the same time encourage the utility 

to incorporate changing technology in an innovative manner. Ameren Illinois has identified the 

following six items that will be key components of the 21st century regulatory model. 

A. Retention of the Regulatory Compact 

As stated earlier, Ameren Illinois believes the grid will continue to be at the center of 

value creation in the future, and it will continue to be capital intensive to modernize and maintain 

the grid. To ensure the required capital is available when needed, the existing regulatory compact 

should continue. This regulatory compact places an obligation to serve on the utility in exchange 

for the ability to recover all prudently incurred costs of maintaining and operating the grid, 

including a fair return on capital investments in the grid. A utility's ability to raise capital for 

future investments in the grid will be dependent on its ability to provide investors with a return 

that is consistent with the return the investor could receive for other investments with similar 

levels of risk. Absent a regulatory compact that provides full cost recovery of investments, 

including the ability to earn a reasonable return, it is unlikely investors will make capital 

available for future investments in the grid. 

B. Permanency of Formula Rate 

The Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act of 2011 (EIMA) provided participating 

utilities the option to utilize a formula ratemaking process in exchange for a commitment to 

execute an infrastructure investment program to strengthen and modernize the grid, including 

investment in smart grid technology. The EIMA as originally enacted included sunset provisions 

which automatically ended the formula ratemaking process at the end of 2017. This provision 

has since been modified twice, the first time moving the sunset date to the end of 2019 and the 

second time moving the sunset date to the end of 2022. Ameren Illinois customers have benefited 
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from the existence of formula rates through improved reliability and stable rates, with moderate 

cumulative customer impact since inception. In addition, the regulatory process has been greatly 

streamlined with very few contested issues during formula rate update proceedings while 

maintaining the Commission's ability to review the prudency of all costs included in customer 

rates. The continuation of formula rates beyond 2022 will enable utilities to continue to make the 

capital investments needed to develop the grid of the future. 

C. Technological Changes and Rate Base 

As technology continues to evolve, utilities and the way utilities are regulated will need 

to evolve with it. In just the last few years, Ameren Illinois has begun deploying smart electric 

meters onto its system along with the communication infrastructure to allow two-way 

communications with these smart devices. Ameren Illinois has also begun to use drones as part 

of its inspection and maintenance programs and to leverage cloud-based computing technologies. 

These new pieces of technology are generating real operational savings for customers which 

would not have been possible without the ability to recover their cost through inclusion in rate 

base. The menu of allowable rate base items will need to continue to evolve as technology 

changes in the future. 

D. Customer-Differentiated Services 

As discussed earlier, the Integrated Grid will empower customers with information and 

technology options (in home devices, EVs, DERs, advanced street lighting). A one size fits all 

approach to utility service options will no longer be acceptable to the customer of the future. The 

utility will need to have the ability to develop and offer differentiated service offerings that track 

and satisfy the ever-changing needs of customers and the communities they serve. 
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E. Performance-Based Rate Making 

EIMA introduced performance-based ratemaking to Illinois by tying the utility’s return 

on equity, in part, on the utility’s performance on certain reliability and customer metrics. The 

Future Energy Jobs Act expands on this concept with the inclusion of symmetrical return on 

equity incentive/penalties based on the utility’s performance in delivering energy efficiency 

savings to customers. Aligning utility incentives to its performance in creating and delivering 

value to customers will be an essential component of utility regulation in the future. It will also 

be important to have a regulatory model that promotes and encourages innovation rather than 

punishing it. The reality of innovation is that not all new ideas will lead to success. A regulatory 

model that does not allow recovery of well-intentioned innovative approaches will discourage 

utilities from trying new and innovative approaches. 

F. Fairly Price Customers’ Usage of, and Contribution to, the Grid 

The manner in which customers utilize the Integrated Grid of the future will change from 

how it is utilized today. In the future, customers and/or their grid-connected appliances and other 

devices will receive price or other signals that will help manage demand and DERs through 

home energy management systems. These signals will provide customers the ability to manage 

demand by utilizing their own DER, such as solar PV or batteries, or by curtailing the use of 

larger appliances during peak periods. Customer-owned DERs will result in customers putting 

energy onto the grid during some time periods and taking energy from the grid at other times. It 

will be necessary to ensure that prices customers pay or are paid in the future fairly values both 

their use of the grid and the contribution they make to the grid. 
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V. DRIVING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

 The electric grid serves as the backbone for the Illinois economy and is expected to play a 

significant role in building the economic landscape on which Illinois will compete going 

forward. Increasingly, large commercial and industrial customers (basic employers within 

stakeholder communities) are turning to Illinois' electric utilities to power production 

improvements through advanced manufacturing processes, deliver high levels of service 

reliability for operating sensitive digital equipment, and empower customers with access to 

renewable energy resources and cost-effective integration of DERs, all while helping customers 

achieve desired economic and environmental sustainability goals. In turn, Illinois communities, 

both urban and rural, are leaning on utilities to be an integral part of their economic resiliency 

through infrastructure hardening and response to unpredictable weather situations, as well as 

both physical and cyber-security threats. Today, utilities are being called upon to take a bigger 

role in helping reshape community environments as energy grid systems become effective 

conduits for emerging "smart city" technologies affecting transportation, street lighting, universal 

access to broadband communications, public services and economic development. Ameren 

Illinois encourages the Commission to examine the implications that the adoption of utility-based 

smart grid technologies will have on improving customer experiences, optimizing services and 

meeting the demands of the 21st century global economy. 

 In addition to meeting the challenges of customers’ expectations for a resilient and 

dynamic electric grid, the Illinois economy of the future will become more dependent on its 

ability to compete in the emerging Advanced Manufacturing, Energy, and Service Industries 

sector. According to the Metropolitan Policy Program at The Brookings Institution, advanced 

industries represent a sizable economic anchor for the U.S. economy and are consequential to 
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post-recession competitiveness. The report, "America's Advanced Industries" identified Illinois 

as having 515,400 (2013 data) full-time workers directly employed in Advanced Industries 

(8.7% of all Illinois jobs, ranking 17th among all states in employment share). Ameren Illinois 

recommends as a part of the NextGrid Modernization Study that a comprehensive economic 

impact study be conducted by the University of Illinois Regional Economic Applications 

Laboratory (REAL) to identify the direct and indirect impact that new energy grid investments 

will have on Illinois’ statewide employment, industrial competitiveness and GDP going forward. 

VI. ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS 

Grid modernization and the implementation of the Integrated Grid envisioned above will 

provide a central means of enabling customer-centric programs with environmental benefits.  

Efficient electrification, demand response, energy efficiency measures, and enhanced customer 

experience will enable an increasing deployment of more efficient and cleaner energy-related 

technologies. 

• Greater efficiencies of customer systems and the grid will result in reduced air 
emissions and use of other natural resources needed to produce and deliver 
electricity. 

• Efficient electrification will further reduce air emissions from converting energy 
systems from their legacy energy sources, i.e., hydrocarbon fuels, to electricity.  
Efficient electrification may also reduce the environmental impacts from the fuel 
supply chain. 

• The Integrated Grid will enable greater levels of deployment of Private Solar and 
Universal Solar resources, through enhanced operations and automation, further 
reducing the environmental footprints of utility customers. 

The Integrated Grid will be more resilient and sustainable against potential impacts of 

climate change. Response times to restore service to customers impacted by severe weather and 

other external events will be reduced. And, as previously mentioned, increased undergrounding 
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of the distribution system will not only serve to improve reliability, but will also make the 

environment more aesthetically pleasing with the reduction of overhead lines and poles. 

The Integrated Grid will also enhance the ability to integrate electricity produced from 

wind and solar resources and more effectively manage variability, which will reduce air 

emissions and other environmental impacts of fossil-fueled resources. A modern, more efficient 

and more integrated electric system will generally reduce overall natural resources used, 

including those fossil-fuels used to produce electricity that have negative impacts on the 

environment. 

VII. NEXTGRID STUDY PROCESS 

A. Selection of a Facilitator 

Ameren Illinois agrees that the use of a facilitator would be beneficial in this process and 

recommends that the Commission select a facilitator through a process similar to what it has 

utilized in the past to engage such individuals or entities to fill similar roles. The Commission 

should develop a listing of potential candidates and then request proposals from them that set 

forth their qualifications and proposals as to how they would facilitate the process. Once the 

recommended facilitator has been determined, Ameren Illinois and Commonwealth Edison 

Company would enter into a contractual relationship for their services, the costs of which the 

utilities would be responsible and allowed to fully recover from ratepayers, but over which and 

whom the Illinois Commerce Commission would maintain control. 

At a minimum, a facilitator should possess the following traits, attributes and capabilities: 

• Personable; 

• Experienced at facilitating; 

• Industry background of 10 years or more; 

• Resources to run working groups; 
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• Recognition of the ability of technology; 

• No undue biases; 

• Regulatory knowledge and expertise; and 

• Knowledge of New York's "Reforming the Energy Vision" (REV) comprehensive 
energy strategy for New York and the California and Hawaii regulatory 
discussions and utility situations. 

B. Role of Facilitator 

As mentioned above, the facilitator should possess the above listed traits. However, the 

role of the facilitator should be that of directing the collaborative process, encouraging 

discussion and debate of the issues, and leading the participants to a consensus. That is, while the 

facilitator would have input and share his or her knowledge and experience, the facilitator's role 

should be one that assists the participants to arrive at mutually agreeable policy conclusions in 

the form of recommendations. The facilitator would also capture the thoughts and positions of 

the participants and play a role in developing reports based upon the participants' decisions and 

consensus. 

C. Meeting Locations 

To ensure the involvement and participation of stakeholders throughout the state, the 

Company recommends the Commission conduct meetings at both its Chicago and Springfield 

offices and at other various venues throughout Illinois. By conducting meetings at various 

locations throughout the state, additional stakeholders may find it easier and cost-effective to 

participate and offer their input, thus providing for a more inclusive collaboration and study. The 

facilitator would be responsible for scheduling meetings, and securing meeting locations, and 

issuing agendas. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

Ameren Illinois appreciates the opportunity to provide comments in response to the 

Commission’s NextGrid study and its efforts to leverage the state's competitive markets, smart-

grid technology, and commitment to renewables. The Company looks forward to continued 

progress and discussion on these important issues. 
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